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Introduction 

This paper aims at a detailed study of program equivalence, seen from ,!he point 

of view of Hoare’s logic fo:- program correctness. Because program inclusion is just 
halfway program equivalenre we can safely restrict our attention to program 

* Present affiliation: Department of Computer Science, Mathematical Centre, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, 
The Netherlands. 
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inclusion. Moreover, this has the advantage of connecting closely to the theory of 

programming using stepwise refinements as described in [2]. 
Our work can be seen as belonging to the subject of axiomatic semantics for 

programs. its novelty lies in the precise mathematical analysis of the situation, in 

addition to a rather strict adherence to first order proof systems and first order 

semantics for data t!/pe specifications. 
Deriving program equivalence from program correctness properties is, of course, 

not a new idea. It occurs in compiler correctness proofs (for instance, [ 16, 231) as 

well as in the general theory of program correctness [15]. 

Because of our interest in a proper theoretical analysis, we try to minimize the 

semantical problems by working with while-programs only; this by no means 
triviahzes the problem. 

fn ihe sequel of this Introduction an intuitive account is given of the key definitions 
that underly the paper, 

Sui;ptise that for S,, Sz E ‘%‘Y(Ej we have 

(i) Alg(Z; E)l= S, G SZ (semantical inclusion) 

and that we wish to provt this fact. Now obviously, (i) implies 

(ii) Alg(X,E)I=:(P)S,(q; 3 Alg(~,E)~=(y}S,(y) for all p,q~L(E,r). 

However, there is no reason to expect that the reverse implication (ii) =+ (i) will 

hold, since (ii; states only roughly that S, c S, where ‘roughly’ refers to the limited 

expre:.iive power of LCZ). (In fa p+~ Remark 7.8(2) shows that indeed (ii) s4 (il.1 
Now consider 

Al&X’. E’) i== (~1 S, (4) 3 Alg(Z E’) b {y} S, (4). 

Clearly (i) + (iii) 3 (ii). (For (i) =3 (iii), note that if (21’. E’) =r (E, E), then the 

rcducts of (I’, E’)-algebras to 1 form a subset of Alg(Z; E); hence Alg( 2, E) I= S, CL 
SJ =$ Algf 2”, E’) I= s, &ES:.) 

fn fact. we will restrict our attention to a subclass of all refinements (r) of (Z, L’j, 
namely to the consuuatit:c rt’finements (2) of ( L, El. for reasons which will hi 
CICirr later. SO consider 

No* w have (i) + (iii) * (iv) + (ii); and it turns out that (iv) + (i: (see 
Kemztrk 7.84 311. The con~iusion is that one can treat the ‘semantical’ inclusion (i) 

by considering only first order properties of St, S, (i.e.. asscrtd prqyams 
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{p) Si {q}, i = 1,2), provided one is willing to consider not only (2, E), but all its 
(conservative) refinements. 

This observation prepares the way for an approach via Hoare’s logic of proving 

asserted programs. First of ail, define 

(v) Si C-HL(.XE) sz ifi h-4 @tz);) (HUZ Eb--_(f’) s, (4) 

3 WZ E)f-{p} S,(q)) (proof-theoretical inclusion) 

and consider 

(vi) V(E’, E’)e (2, E) S1 c HL,IC.E’j S2 (derivable inclusion) 

the proof-theoretical analogue of (iv). Indeed, it will turn out that this ‘derivable 

inclusion’, written as HL(E, E) I- S, 5 S2, implies the semantical inclusion (i\. This 

is our first ‘proof system’ for proving semantical inclusion; we will prove that (vi), 

as a relation of S,, Sz, is semi-decidable in E. 
One more remark about why it is natural to consider (vi), in casu the quantification 

over all conservative refinements. The first reason of considering all (conservative) 

refinements of (2, E) is that. only then, one is able to give as refined as possible 
‘first order descriptions of S, cS,. This holds already on the semantical level. 
Moreover, in (vi) there is another reason: to prove S we need 

in [20]. However, this proof system is not yet complete. In order to 

prove the semantical inclusion (i) it is sufficient that (see Fig. I) 
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(vii) 3(2’, E’)e (2, E) V(X”, E”)e (E’, E’) S, !ZH,C..C,E.C, S,. 

(Nutafion: HL( Z, E) It S1 E Sz; in words: forced inclusion.) 

The reason that (vii} + (i) is a simple cti;rl;cquence of the invariance of semantical 

inclusion (i), i.e., if (X’, E’j e (2, Ej and S1, .‘$ E ‘WPst(2), then 

Alg(Z E) k S,E& G Algil: _ E’) I= S,cS,. 

(This does not hold for > instead of ‘5. .,i %v iiz r ~kr to prove AIg(Z; Ej k== SI E Sz 

it is sufficient to find some (Z’, E’)E- (2, E) where Alg(Z’, E’) I= S1 GS,. 

The proof system embodied by (vii:! is stronger than that of the derivable inclusion 

(vi), and we will give some examples of program inclusion (which seem to have 

some practical interest, too) which requir? the extra strength of this last proof system. 

StiIl, (vii) is not ‘complete’- although it seems hard to find a non-pathological 

example of a program inclusion which is semaqtical (i), but which cannot be forced 

(vii). One can prove, however, that the following ‘cofinal’ inclusion is equivalent to 

semantical inclusion: 

(viii) t/(,X’, E’) e (2, E) 3(X”, E”) e (X’, E’j .S, c.~~.(\.,~,~~.) S1. 

CI%c equivalence (i)e (viii) holds also when in (viii)E is replaced by 2. However, 

for 2 we h:tvr; (vii) + (viii), not so ror 2.) 
One could s.uspcct that there is a multitude of such relations obtained by repeated 

alternating ouantification V 3 V * - * from the basic relation ztiL(T.E. (proof- 

theoretical inclusion). It is a pleasant surprise, suggesting the naturalness of the 

notions involved, that this possible hierarchy does in fact not exist, and that one 

has no more relations than in Fig. 2. 
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As we have seen, conservative refinements (EC‘) are more natural for this theory 

than general refinements (2). The technical reason is that for conservative refine- 
ments the ‘Joint Refinement Property’ holds, stating that (almost) every two refine- 

ments (Xi, Ei) e (2, E) can be refined to a common refinement (L;,, E3) e (Xi, EJ 

(i = 1,2). (This is in fact a strengthened version of the well-known Robinson 

Consistency Theorem.) Also for conservative refinements we have a useful upward 

and downward invariance of the properties 

AlgG’, E’) /Y= (~1 S (41 and Alg(E’, E’) /= Si z Sz for (Z’, E’) e (& E). 

This psger is built up as follows: in Section 1 some notions about logic, programs 

and Hoare’s logic are given. Section 2 gives a criterion and a characterization of 

conservativity, and also Robinson’s Consistency Theorem (our Corollary 2.6.2) is 

stated. Section 3 states Padoa’s method (our Theorem 3.3) and gives some applica- 

tions. Section 4 contains definitions of the various inclusions. In Section 5 we deal 

with the technical concept of protototype proofs, which will be basic for the proof 
systems in the sequel. In Section 6 a logical complete refinement is constructed for 

each specification. In Section 7 one of the main theorems is proved, establishing 

the existence of two proof systems for I=. In Section 8 we consider a prime example 

to yield more insight in the relatisns between the various inclusions. In Section 9 

we will show that some additional information about the domains of S1, .Sz can be 

converted to information about semantical and forced inclusion SI E Sz. 

1. Preliminaries 

Tn this section we will collect the necessary basic definitions and facts from Iogic 

in general as well as Hoare’s logic. 

I. 1. Preliminaries a bout programs and logic 

The notions of first-order hmguage, derivability (E) and satisfiability (i-) are 
supposed to be well known and we repeat them merely to fix the notations and 

terminology used in the sequel. 

In this paper we will exclusively deal with %P(E>, the set of while-program S 

defined inductively as follows: 

S ::= x := t 1 S, ; SLll if h then S, else S1 fi/ while h do S od, 

where t E Ter(2). the set of terms over the signature 2, h is a boolean (Le., 
quantifier-free) assertion E L(Z), the first-order language determined by X. In 

general, assertionsE L(Z) will be denoted by p, q, r. The signature says what ‘non- 

logical’ symbols we are considering; here equality (=) is considered as a logical 

symbol. We also allow infinite signatures. For a further definition of signatures and 

specifications, see Definition 2.1. Note that the signature defined there is part of 

the alphabet of L(Z). 
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If (2, E) is a specification (see again Definition 2.11, the algebras {or modefs) in 

Al&X, E) will be denoted by d = {A,. . .) where A is the underlying set of the 

algebraic structure SB. 
We will need the following we]!-known fact. 

1.1,1. Giidel’s completeness theorem 

(4E, E) t- y e Alg( -r, E) F p for all p E L( ZI). 

We will also need the following lemma. 

1.1.2. Computution Lemma. Let x = x,, . . . , xk and y = yl, . . . , yk. Let S = S(x) E 
UY(L‘) (i.e., S contains precisely the variables w). 

Then for ull n E N there is a quantifier-free assertkm Camps+,,(x) = y in L(X) such 
that, for every .PI! E Alg(2) and all a. b E A, 

.ti I= Comp,,,,!$! =h e IS(a)/5 n & S(ai = 6. 

I-izre a,& are constant symbols denoting a, b and IS(a)] denotes the length of 

the computation of S on a. 

I..?. Preliminaries on Hoare’s logic 

I_ct p, 9~. LIE) and S E %Y(1‘). Then the syntactic object {p) S (9) is called an 

us.wrted prqwnt. I f .d E Alg(X), we define 

,:IIPT(~] S (9) # Va, SEA: S (a) J & k(a)=b ($ (.~‘~=p@)-+q@)f. 

f~urthcrmorc. we define 

Alg(Z E:‘)b(p) S {9} @ V.4 i AigiZ Ei .&{I)) S (91, L 

)foarc’s Iogic w.r.t. (2’, E) is a proof system designed to prow facts like 

~Ug(2‘, E) F {p} S {q). We wilt call this proof system HI-(& E). It has the following 
axioms and rules, by means of which we can derive asserted programs (notation: 

Hl.(E. El I- (p) S{q)): 
i 1 k ,.t.ssigttttttwr usinm: 
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1.2.1. Lemma. HL(T, E) is sound, E’,e., for all p, S, q E L(X): 

f-W& E) I- W S {ql =$ Ak(S El I= (~1 S (91. 

Proof. For the proof, see, e.g., [13]. i3 

1.2.2. Definition. HL(& E) is foglcally complete, if, for all p, S, 9 E L(X), 

HUZ E) t- {p) s {q} -3 Al&x E) I== {p} s (4). 

(In general, HL(Z’, E) is not logically complete. The notion of lagical completeness 

is studied in [7].) 
From the axioms and rules of HL(f;, E) one can derive the following useful rules. 

1.2.3, (i) Conjunctim rule: 

(ii) Disjunction rule: The same as (i) with A replaced by v . 

(iii) Inunriunce rule: If the free variables in p are disjoint from the variable. in 

S, then HL(Z; E) I- {p) S (p} 

(iv) 3-rule: 

iid WI 
- 

Wfl s id 
provided z does not occur m S. 

2. Conservative refinements 

In this section we will collect some facts concerning the notion of refinement and, 

especially, comcruatiue refinement. These notions wilt be of fundamental importance 

in the sequel. All the materiaI in this section (and the next, on ‘definability’} is 

standard in Mathematical Logic and can be found (e.g.) in [24,21]. For easier 
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reference and to conform to our notations, we will give a fairly extensive survey of 

the subject. Since the arguments used in the proofs are relevant for the sequel, we 

have included some of the proofs. 

2.1. Definition. (i) A signature Z is a set of nonlogical symbols to be used in \ 

Predicate Logic. These may be constant, function or predicate symbols; the arity 
of a function or predicate symbol is the number of arguments it is supposed to have. 

(E.g., X=@,S.P,<} is a signature where 0 is a constant symbol, S and P are 
rrnary function symbols and < is a binary predicate symbol.) L(E) denotes the set 

of assertions in which only nonlogical symbols 7r, u E 1 occur. 

(ii) If E E L(E), the pair (E, E) is called a specification. 
(iii) Alg(Z) is the class of all Z-algebras. 

I E.g., .d = (N, 0, s, p, k) E Alg(E), where E is as in the example above. Here 0 is 

a constant of &!, s and p are unary functions and k is a binary relation. We will 

al\o write S’ for the interpretation or semantics of S in &, in casu s; for convenience 

wt’ will often neglect to distinguish notationally the symbol from its interpretation.) 
(iv) Alg(& E) is the class of Z-algebras .ti such that & I= E. 
(v) Alg(Z E) I= p means: for all -04~ Alg(I, E), .d k p. 

2.2. Definition. (i) If 2’ 2 2 and I?’ 2 E we write (_“. E’) 2 (2. E) and c&l 

(2“. 15’) a refinemerzt of (2. E). Here f? = (p E L( X) 1 E t- p}. We will always suppose 
that E, E’ are consistent. 

(ii) If (Z”. E’) is finite (i.e.. both 2’ and E’ are finite), then we write (,V u I‘, E u 
k.“) z, (L’. E,. 

t iii) Let .d be some algebra. Then E.,.g is the signature of .d and E,, is the tkeur): 

o/.~.Y’: E..~={~EL_L(~...~)~.~I= p}. Note that ,dk=p C$ Alg(E,~,EJ)I= p. 
(iiv) Let (1, E) be a specification. Then E is cvnzpfete if Vp E f,(E). E i- p or 

E- ‘p‘ 

2.3.1. Remark. Note that if E iscomplete, (L’. E’) ~lr (Z:, E) =+ (I’. E’)> (MY. E). 
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(ii) If &” E A:g(E’, E’), then the restriction of &’ to &’ is obtained by deleting 

all constants, functions, predicates in Sp’ corresponding to symbols in Y-Z: We 

write p$ (t;Q’) = .s@ for this restriction. & is also called a reduct of sa2’, and ,G!’ is 

called an expansion of &. 

We will also write d 5 Jaz’. 

(iii) Let X c A. Then -Ls, :s the expansion of SB obtained by adding the a E X 

as designated constants. Instead of .&A we write .#. 
&.zmpk: For d as in Definition 2.1. (iii), .G$ = (IV, 0, 1,2,3,. . . , s, p, k). ‘(So in 

L(Z‘,) one can refer to all elements of A by name.) 

2.4.1, Remark. Note that if ~4’ 2 J;4, then (zl.,Js, E.,, ) e (Z.,+, E,,). 

2.5. Definirion. Let ~$3 6: Alg(E). Then: 
(il .&=$I f&,$3 are eimentary ~~uiuale~t~ iff E.<+ = E,$. 

(ii) Let A E B. Then &I -L $55 iff @ = BAA. 

(d is an elementary sub-algebra of ~8, or % is an elementary extension of ,d,) 

2.5.1. Remark. Note that ,s? =S &I =S ,ti = %I 

23.2. Proposition. ~8 d 33 a %I,.% t== E,. 

Proof. For the pruof, see [34, p. 741. III 

In the seq~~el we will mostly deaf with conservative refinements (i’r ). They have 

the pleasant property that two refinements ( .X,, Ei) e: (2, E) ( i = 1,2) can be joined 
to a refinement ( c -, u Sz, El u E,) e (2, E), provided the obviously necessary 

requirement that 2, n & = .S is satisfied. This is a (strong) form of Robinson’< 

Consistency Theorem (RCT). The version we will need is slightly stronger than the 

usual statement of RCT. For that reason we include part of the proof. We start 

with the very useful Joint Consistency Theorem (JCT); for the (hard) proof we 

refer to [23, p. 791. From JCT the remaining theorems in this section easily follow. 

In [2 l] another order of presentation is followed. 

2.6. Joint Consistency Theorem (Craig-Robinson). Let (E, E) and (S’. 15’) be 
specificarions. Then E u E’ is inconsistent ifl there is a closed assertiorr p E L(S, n &I 
srich that E I-- p arid E’ F --up. 

2.6.1. Corollary (Craig Interpoiation Lemma). Let p and q be closed assertions such 
that t- p + q. Then there is a closed assertion r such that 

(i) F--p-+rar:d I--r-+q, 
(ii) every nonlogical symbol occurring in r, occurs in both p and q. 

Proof. Clearly the specification f~, Tq) is inconsistent: ( p} n {lq) i- p, p + 

q, q, lq, false. Hence by Theorem 2.6 there exists a closed assertion rE L({p, lq}) 
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such that (p} t- I and {-q) t- lr. By the Deduction Theorem it follows that I- p+ r 

and t- 1q + lr. Cl 

2.62. Corollary (Robinson’s Consistency ‘Theorem) (see Fig. 3). Let (& E,) e: 
i To, E,,), i = 1,2, sucit that 2, n & = &. Then 

(i) El u E2 is consisrenf, moreover 

(ii) (2, w & E, u E,) e f&, E,), and even 

(iii) (2, u&, El u E,) e (Ii, E,) (i = 1,2). 

Fig. 3. 

Proof. Part (i) immediately follows from (ii)_ which follows by transitivity of P 

from (iii). 

Ad (iii): Suppose E, w E, t p for a closed .Issertion p E L(E,). 

Therefore, {e,, e?} C- p for some closed assertions ei E L(&), i = 1,2. such that 

E, -- e,. Hy the Deduction Theorem: 

and 

k r-+(C,~+pP) (**) 

for some r t L{Z;, n 2:) = L(I,,j. By (* ). we have E, I- r. Hence E,, I- r, since 
(X’-. E:) 2 (I,,. E,,t. So. by (**I, E,, E- el -+ p. Therefore E, t-- p; and this proves 
I’ -, LJ U-‘. \‘ E, ci E,) 2 (El. E,). Likewise for (2:. E,). L7 

Nest. HV wil! give ;I characterkttion of the conservativity of refinements. Ftx 

man! purposes. holvever. the following criterion for conservativity is sufticient. 

2.7. Definitiom. Let tL’, 15’1 be a refinement such that every .d E AIg(Z E) can be 
expanded to an ~4’ E Alg( I’, E’). Then this refinement is called sinzple (see Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. 

2.7.1. Proposition (Criterion for conservativity). Sirn@e rejinenzents arr cnn- 
sercatiw. 

Proof. Suppose ( I’, E’) is a simple refinement of (X, E), i.e., V.dE Alg(Z: E) 

3,6’ E Alg( I’, E’) ,d’ 2 .ti. Let E t/p for some closed assertion p. Then by Giidel’s 

(Iompieteness Theorem 1.1. I, ,I?! k(p for some .cjl E Alg(Z E). So there is an 4’ c1 

Alg(T’, E’) such that .N” L .rY: Hence .$’ I== -1~; reasoning backwards we have 

E’b”‘p. c; 

In general, the situation is more complicated. If (27, E’) ZT (2, E j, it may he the 

case that SC iite ,d E Algt E, E) cannot be expanded to an .&E AlgfZ’, E’). So we 

may ‘lose’ models when taking a refinement. However, such a ‘lost’ model sJ is 

always an elementary substructure *of (and hence elementary equivalent to) an :d’ 

which is not ‘lost’ (see also Theorem 2.7.3 below). 

2.7.2. Example (Shoenfield [24, p. 961). Let ,V’ contain the constanr symbols 

co, cl. c,. . . . and let E’ = { Ci # ci / i # j}. Let (E, E) be obtained by omitting c,, and 

let ,911 be (N- (O), t, 2,L. . .). Then X$ cannot be expanded to an &‘E AIg(Z’, E’), 

since there is no ‘room‘ for (an interpretation of) c,,. 

2.73 Theorem (Characterization of conservativityi isee Fig. 5). Let (X’, E’) 2 
t L, E ). Then the fbllowing staten;ents are equitlalent: 

(if (Z“‘, E’) e (E, L’). 

(ii) V.d E Al@ 2, E) 3g,P E Alg(Z’, E). ME AIg(X’. E’) such that .$ % .<J’ 5 .#‘. 

(iii) E’ u E zd is wnsistent for all .d E Alg(X, E). 

(iv) E’u E,J 1s comistertt for all .d E Aig(Z, E ). 
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Alg(“) 

Fig. S. 

Proof. iii) 3 (i): Suppose E dp, PE L(L). Then .al l/p for some .dt Alg(Z E). 
Now there arc .d’ C: Alg( E, E) and sd”~ Alg(.Y. E’) such that xl d x3 5 sP. By 

Remark 2.5. I, .d = .71’. Hence also &!’ I= lp. Therefore, ~8’ I= 1~; SO E’ b’p. 

(i) * (iii): Let ( X’, E’)e (2, E) and supp’ase that, for some ~2 E Alg(Z E), 

E’ u E zd is inconsistent. By Theorem 2.6 there is’ a closed assertion p E L.(E’ n E.3) = 

L(L) such that E’ I- ,D and E,, + lp. By con>;ervativity, E I-P. Hence ti I= y; a 

contradiction with E ,, F lp, because E., t- --y U s$ I= ip C3 .d I= lp. 

(iii) 3 (ii): Suppose E’u E,:$ is consistent. Then there is a 3” such that 
._$I t E’u E _,. Let $8 be the reduct of 8” to the signature z”, and let % be the 

reduct of 4” to X. Then %., I= E id, so, by Proposition 2.5.2. .ti < 8~; and trivially 
.fi -= .A’. 

(iii) * (iv): Trivial. 

(iv) 3 (iii): Suppose E’ LJ E., is inconsistent. Then, by Theorem 2.6, E’ i- p 

xnd E., i- lp for some p E LdL’ n “r...,) = L(I). Now E,,t- lp zs E,,$ t- -lp, since 

E,l is complete. Hence E’u E.d is inconsistent. q 

2.7.3.1. Example. Let .1‘= (Pd. 0, 1, +, X) and let .%“* be some non-standard model 
OI arithmetic, w .%.* = .t*. Then (\;‘_J.a, E,!+=_ (I,,. E.,). 
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Proof: E,* u f& is consistent for every ~4 E Alg(XN, E.*.) (i.e., every & such that 
~4 = X) because & = ENc_ E,*. (Note that this refinement is not simple). 

3. Definability 

We now turn to a special kind of simple conservative refinement (the definitional 
refinement), collect some material about definability, and use this to prove that ‘+’ 
is not definable in the algebra (Ihl, 0, S, P) which will play an important role later on. 

3.1. Definition. LetA c Z: and consider (2, E). An n-ary predicate symbol ‘IT E 2 - A 

is definable in terms of A in E, if there is an assertion p E L(A) such that 

E t- n(xl, . ..,.~,j-p 

(where xr,. . . , x,, are distinct variables). An n-ary function symbol 6, E X - A is 
definable in terms of A in E if there is an assertion p E L(A) such that 

E+-cft(x,,...,x,)=y*p 

(where x1,. . . , x,, y are distinct variables). 

3.2. Definition. (2’. E’) ed (Yr, E), in words: (- V’, E’) is a definitional refinement 
of (X, E), if (XI;‘, E’) e (E, E) md every symbol E .X’ - 2 is definable in terms of ;): 
in E’. 

3.3. Theorem (Padoa’s method). Let (2’~ in}, E) be a specijicatian where T& Z: 
Then risnotdefinable in tcrmsofZ:in E, if therearetwo models&, B E Alg(E u {T}, 1:) 
such that A = I3 and u.~ = CT X3 fur every nonlogical symbol cr E 25, but r.* # r’*. 

Proof. Let 7 be a predicate symbol. (The proof for function symbols, including the 
constant symbols which can be considered as ‘0-ary’ function symbols, is similar.) 
Suppose ~2, 98 exist as given in the theorem, and suppose that Y- is definable in 
terms of X in E. That is, 

for some assertion p E L(E). Then for a E A we have 

a E FJ u &i I= p[a] u 33 I= p[a] C3 a E Tkfi 

{where the middle equivalence follows since p E L(X) and & 9ZI have the same 
interpretation for every symbol in Xj. Hence fiJ = T.‘, contradiction. Cl 

3.3.1. Remark. (i) A much stronger theorem results when, irl Theorem 3.3, ‘if’ is 
replaced by ‘iff’, namely Beth’s Definability Theorem C3DT). 
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(ii) Write (X, E’) L* (E, Ef iff Z-2 is a singleton. Then the version of BDT 

as indicated in (i) can be paraphrased as (Z’, E’) e: (2, E) @ the mapping 

,,E’ : Algf E’, E”) is injective. 

A slightly stronger version of BDT as, e.g., in [24, p. 811 says the same 

for ed instead of EA. 

Noting further that Ed implies e $, we have the following model theoretic charac- 

terization of definitional refinements: 

fix’, E’) e, (Ir;, E) +3 

trj P:‘: Alg(Z’, E’) + Alg(X, E) is injective 

Ed pi’ : Alg(E’, E’) -+ AlglX, E) is bijective. 

3.3,2. Application. fn the sequel we will need the following. 
Facr. Let .d = {R. 0, S, P). Then the function + is not definable in sJ. 
frmf (by Padoa’s method). (For another proof, using elimination of quantifiers, 

CCC Section 8.) Suppose + is definable in .d; i.e., for some assertion r we have 

.d I== r[a, b, c] C3 a + h = c’. 

so the symbol + is definable in terms if L,.i in E..;,. 

1‘0 show that ?his is contradictory, ~‘2 use Padoa’s method (Theorem 3.3): We 

will try to find .t’, , .“_, E Alg{Z.,.j., E,,.) such that NI = N2, ~‘1 = CT.“’ for all CT # +. 

but + ’ I f +.‘r. Two such models are readily obtained: we have to take ‘non-standard’ 
mt r&Is: 

.t; =lNx{o}iu(zxN’), o,,.s. f*+,) (i= 1,2). 

\\-hcre F:; * = h -{It) and where bve xvritr rl,, instead of {a, h). Further. S(n,,,) = 
et? -f i I,,,. I-‘( tt + 1 I,,, = H,,,, P( O,,) = (I,, and II,,, -t,il’,,,~ = (fi + If’)I,,,l+,,l~, (i = 1, 2). 

I Intuitivclv: the I?,, are the standard numbers: there are nonstandard numbers 

clilidcd in topics of Z, indcsed by pohitivc integers. The point is that these indicec 
;trc xo tcr q-~rtk inlfisccrnihlo for the specification in question. so there is consid~rablc 

tibcrty in Mining ‘+’ on the non-standard part.) 
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cm ,O,~, +.x,exp) 

(IN,O,l, +,x1 

(W ,O,S,P, +,x1 

(W ,o,s,x, +I 

(N ,O,S,P,x ) 

(N ,O,S,x) 

full a; ithmetic 

Preshurger nr i thmetic 

Fig. h. 

classes w.r.t. the equivalence generated by e,,. Simple refinements are indicated 

with 3’. The most n:markable facts here are the Minability of exponentiation Erom 
0, 1, +, X, which is well known; and less well known, the definablity of + in terms 

of 0, S, X, by the following: 

i+j= k 0 (i’k”)‘(j’k”)‘=((~‘j’)‘(k”k”))‘, 

where S’ = SX, x”= S(Sx) (see [ll. p. 2191). 

4. Program inclusions 

We will now introduce the various notions of the inclusion c between statements 
S,, S-E Y?(2) that we will study, and prove some elementary facts about them. 

4.1. Definition. Let SE If’.+‘(X) and .:d = (A. . . :)~Alg(x, E). Let S contain the 

variab!es x,, . . . , x,, (II z 1). Then 9” : A” + A ” is the partial function determined 
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by 

. * . , a,,) = (a,,. . . . , b,,), 

undefined otherwise. 

4.1.1. Remark. The restriction to functions f: A ” + A” is not essential. Instead of, 

e.g., f(K,, -a-Z% x.7) = XI - x2 one may use f’(x,, x2, x,) = (x, - x2, 0,O). 

4.2. Definition (Semantical inclusion). Let SI , S2 E ?KP( X:). Then 

(i) Al@, E) I= S, G S1 e S;:$ E S;’ Ecr ~;l &! E Afg(E, E). 

This inclusion is said to be semantical. Instead of the left-hand side we will also use 

the notation SI E,~~,~,~) S?. 
(ii1 Semantical equivalence w.r.t. (Z, E) is defined by 

Alg(EEE)I= S1=Ss7 @ Alg(Ir,E)t== S,cS,&Alg(ZE)k &ES,. 

4.3. Definition (Proof-theoretical inclusion) 

(il s, C ,,, ,2,I ) S2 iff. for all p, q E Uz’), 

HL(2, E:f t{pj S, {q} * HL(Z E) t- (p} S, (4). 

(Note the direction of the impiicatioz Intuitively: S, is less defined than S-, so 

f p) S, tq) is more often trivially true.) 
(ii) S, = ,I! ,:., , S, is the corresponding equivalence. 

4.4. Definition (Derivable inclusion) 

(i) HL(Z E) I- S, r S, = V(2’, E’)k (-r;; E)SI c=~~~,,\‘.~-.., S:. 

(The terminology ‘dericnhlr’ and the choice of the notarion ‘t-’ is motivated by the 

scc~u~l: it will hc proved that derivable inclusion w.r.t. (S, E) is semi-decidable in 

I_‘.) AI, &fore we define HL(X E) I- S, = S? derivnbk eqrriwhce w.r.t. (X, E). 

(air lfl.tX k:)“, S,GSs, c3 V(Y.E’)~~ (L. E)S, E*{1(\‘,f:‘, sz. 

4.5. Definition ( ‘lorccd inclusion) 

lil_tZ, f:t it- S,ilS’, c=s 3(2”, E’)c-(L:, I:) HI,(L’, E’) r-- S,%S,. 

‘As bcforc, forced equiuaknce w.r.t. (E. E) is defined. 
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It is clear that all inclusions (E) defined above are partial order: and that all 
equivalences (=) are equivalence relations, except for forced and cofinal inclusion 
resp. equivalence. For the last case, ‘cofinal’, we will eventually prove that ‘cofinal e 
semantical’, hence cufinal inclusion is indeed transitive. We will now prove that also 
forced inclusion is transitive-hence it is a partial order and forced equivalence is 
an equivalence relation indeed. First we need a simple proposition about renaming 
of symbols. 

4.7, Definition. ( Z;, . E,) = (&, E2) ((Cl, E,) and (&, E2) are isomorphic specifica- 
tions) if (X;,, E,) can be obtained from (&, E,) by renaming some of the nonlogical 
symbols; distinct symbols must be replaced by distinct symbols. 

4.7.1. Remark. So Robinson5 Consistency Theorem 2.6.2 says (see Fig. 7) that if 
(Xi* E,)e (X, E), i z 1,2, the:1 for some variant (Xi, I?;) =(X2, E2) such that 

CZ$. Es )e (2% E) there exists a (X3, E,)e (X,, E,), {Es, ES). 

Fig. 7. 

4.7.2. Proposition. Let S, , SJ E ?Y’Y ( 2). Suppose 

(S’, E’), (E”, E”)Ez~,& E), (I’, E’)z(f,r”, E”) and E’nJi”=Z, 

Proof. (i) routine; (ii) at onw from (i). 13 
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4.8. Proposition. Let S,, S2, S3 E W’P(lr). Then 

HL(X, E) II- S, E Sz & HL(E, E) It- S,E S3 3 HL(& E) It- S, E S3. 

Proof. The assumptions are 

3(Z;,E;)e(E’,E) V:(Z~,E~)e(E~,E~) Si~I-IL.~z~~.F~~,Si+l (i=1,2) 

(see Fig. 8). 

(1) 
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We have to prove the following (see Fig. 9): 

V(&, E’, )e (X, E) 3(X’,‘, E;)e (Z;, E; ) S, CZ~~,(~,,.~<~,, S2. 

19 

(2) 

Fig. 9. 

Take (Y, E’) as in (l), :rnd consider a ( 2’1, E’, ) as in (2). By Proposition 3.7.2(G) 

we can ‘shift’ (Yv’, E’) to an isomorphic variant (I’*, E’“) such that I’* n 2’ = 2, 

and still havir,> the property that 5, i,,,, S2 in all refinements. 

Then take (2;‘. E’,’ ) in (2) as the union of (Xu”,, E’, ) and (z“*, E’“); by RCT 26.2 

this is possible. G 

4.9.1 Remark. For -2 instead of 2 the above proposition fails. E.g., take 

s, = x := 0 

S,=if O> 1 then x:=0 else x:= 1 fi. 

Let 2 = {O, ! , c}, E is the theory of p;u-tial order, E, = E u {iI < I} and E, = E u 
(O> l}. Then HL(Z‘, E,) ‘F’S, = S1, hence HL(-. y E) ‘It-’ S, = S1. However, for all 

(L’, E’!z(ZE,), s, f ,,,., \~.,:*Is2. 

4.10. Remark. inclusions introduced except semantical were 

obtained quantification over ‘basic’ proof-theoretical c-,,~ . 
suggests looking all inclusions the following form: 

s, 5 111.(1~,,.2:~, I S, 

and likewise S, c~~,~~,‘& S, and Ge dual notions obtained by interchanging 3, V. 
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(Note that only alternating strings of quantifiers are interesting, since obviously 
-- v+#_-Z--V-- and likewise for 3.) So derivable inclusion w.r.t. (X, E) is 
c~,,~,~,, forced inclusion is I=~’ _HHL(sr.EJ, and cofinal inclusion is EEF(~,~~_ {In the sequel 
we will also consider ‘inclusion in some refinement’: s:~(~,~).) 

Now between these generalized inclusions there are a piiori the following implica- 
tions isee Fig. 10 where an implication is downward). (Only the quantifiers of 
I=-~&&, are mentioned.) 

Fig. 10. 

However, thi\ hierarchy of inclusions ‘collapses’ because 

To WC the nontrivial direction of (i), note that it was already proved in Proposition 
4.9, By a similar argument (ii) a’s0 follows. 

SW 3V3V = 33V = 3V, V3V3V = V3V = 3Q, etc. Hence the only inclusions are 

thaw displayed in Fig. Il. 
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The proof follows in a straightforward manner by observing that 

QP, 4 E L(x) HL(X E) I- {P) S, 14) * HL(Z W t- (~1 SE (41 

implies 

4.12. Remark (Invariances) _ For a better insight in what hap$Jens inside the ‘cone 

of refinements’. we will investigate whether the notions 

(1) Alg(Z E) I= p E I- p, 

(2) AlgG, El != IPI S (4); HL(X E) i- (p) S (q)7 

(3) Al@, E) I= S, r= S,; S, r= :+t.(\.f:) Sz 

are invariant under ‘shifting (2, E) upward or downward’. 

Ad (1). Upward and downward invariant (i.e., V(Zr’, E’j e (2, E) 

(Alg(X E) I= p e A:g( I’, E”) i= p)); this follows simply from GGdels Colripiete- 

ness Theorem 1.1.1 and the definition of conservativity. 
Ad (2). Here the situation is already somewhat more complicated: 

Al@ - ,Wu>Rql is upward anti downward invariant (see Proposition 4.13). 

However, for HL( , ) I- { p} S {q) we only have the (trivial) up?vard invariance, i.e., 

V(H’, ,!?)~r(,r,E) HL(Z;ED-(p)S(q} =3 HL(-r’,E’W{pIS{q~~ 

That here ‘+’ doe:; not hold, is because an invariant needed for the proof of 

t- { p} S(q) may be available in (2, E’) but not yet in (2, E). 
Ad (3). Again the semantical notion, Alg( , ) I= S, LS,, is invariant in both 

directions. For ‘upward’ this is trivial: for ‘downward’ certainly !not (see Lemma 

-I. 14). 

Finally. S, E~[, , ., SL1 is neither upward, nor downward invariant. One can even 

show that it may happen that S, r_,,, (., S1 is alternatingly true and fals while 

following some upward path (&. E,,) 3 (Iv,, E,) 9 + * - . 

4.13. Proposition. Lef (” y’, E’) 4 (E, E), p, y E L(I) and SE W’Y(2). Then 

Alg(Z E) F= (p) S {q) @ Al@‘, E’) I= {p) S (4). 

Proof. t=3 j. Trivial. 

(+=). To prove the reverse, we !I..~ c- Theorem 2.7.3, which says that for every 

,crl E Alg( Z’, E) there is an .ti’ tl Alg(S, E) and an :J”E. A.lg(lv’, E’) such that .?u’ L+- .4j’ O-Z 

.d”. By Remark 2.5.1 we hPve .d = .ai”. Now the result follows by the following 

iemma from 171: ‘*Let .:$ = $I. Then .$ = ( p} S {q> ti 23 t ( pj S {q]“. Cl 

4.14. Lemma. Let (Z’, E’)Gz(& E). Then, for all St, Sir WY(Z). 

Alg(X, E) I= S,c_S, - Alg(-r’* E’) I= S, ES?. 
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Proof. (3) is easy: take .&E Alg(E’, E’). Then pg’(s8’) =&E Alg(2, E). SO 

.d I= S, c_ S2, But then trivially also &’ I= S, c S2, since the extra structure on d’ does 

not play a role. 

(G=). The proof o1 the reverse follows by ContraQosition: Take .ti~AAlg(Z’, E) 

suchthat.~Q’!#S,c$,.Thentherearea=a ,,.,., u,,EAandb=b ,,..,, b,,EAsuch 

that, par abus de language: 

.ti k S,(g) =& and A! #S,(g) =ZJ. 

,Mnre precisely, for some n and for all m: 

24 !== cb,,(a, !!) /J --&,,(a, &), 

where 

(b,,(g, &) = Comp,,.,,(g~ = & and &,,(a, b) = -Com~.s,.,,,(~) = L. 

I.cF I’ he the set of assertions {&,(a, 4)) w {+,,,(a, B) 1 m E Ni). 

C’iuirn. For soim ~4, ti l= E’ u I: So 2~3 k/S, E Sz. hence Alg(Z”, E’) I#S, G S, 

and we are through. 

Pmof (f f/w cfuim. Suppose there is no such 3, i.e., E’u I’ is inconsistent. 
Then for some finite d E I’ we have that E’u 3 is already inconsistent. Say 

J = (4,,, -166,. . . . * ~11/~ 1). So E’ + -I(& n A2,.. k Pi). hence 

13~ rhc conservatititv of E’ over E we can replace E’ here by E. HoN,evcr. this 

cljntradicts the fat; that 

14: 3x.y(c,~,,(x.y)A /\ J/(X._V)). !I 
i h 

5. Protatype proofs 
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The situation is even further simplified, since the generic implication has an 

antecedent HL(X’, I?‘) t- {r(x)} S, {r’(a)} which is always true. This reduces 

checking whether HL(Z E) r Sr ES, or not, to checking whether 

HL(E”, E”) t- (r(x)) S, (I’(x>}, which is semi-decidable. (Hence our choice of the 
notation t in HL(.Z, E) I- S, c S,.) 

Finding this generic implication is based on the observation that every pr-aof 

HW’, E’) t- IpI S (4) can be viewed as an instantiation of a prototype proof v(S). 
In order to define this concept, we need an efficient notation for proofs of asserreG 

programs. One method is to consider a proof as a proof tree; a second way is to 

consider a proof as a flow-diagram with assertions written at the cut-points. We 

will use a more workable lineur notation of proofs which will be introduced now. 
First we will define the concept ‘interpolated Lcaiement’ which can be viewed a:; 

the flow-diagram corresponding to the statenent plus some assertions written a’! 

some cutpoints. 

5.1. Definition. The class IStat( with typical elements S”, Sf, S”“, . . . , of inter- 

polated statements is inductively defined by 

S* ::= Sl{ p}S* / S*{ p}lif b then !$ eb sf fi 1 while b do S* od. 

l-fere SE WP(E). So the class of interpoIatcd statements contains next to the 

usual statements also asserted statements and statements interlaced with assertions 

in an arbitrary way; but it contains also proofs of asserted statements. These will 

be singled out by means of the LG !!--kg extended proof rules. 

5.2. Definition By means of the following axioms and extended proof rules we 

can derive proofs of asserted statements: 
( 1) Assignmerzt axim scheme : 

{ p[r/x]} x ::= t ( p} 

( 2) Extended cotnposifion ride: 

hwwq~ {PJf1m3 (41 -- 
(p} if h then {p A b} ST (4) else {p A lb) s(q) fi (9) 

(4) Exrended iteration rule: 

{P f! 6) S” {P> .~ 
{p}whilebdo{pnb)S*{p)od{p~~16) 
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(5) Extended consequenca rule: 

5.3, Definition and notation. (i) Let Pr(2, E) be the class of proofs (interpolated 
statements) which can be derived using this axiom scheme and extended proof rules, 
such that in rule (5) only implications provable from E are used. 

(ii) If S*E IStat( then cr(S*) will denote the underlying statement obtained 

by erasing all ( p) in S*. (So Q can be inductively defined as follows: 

U(S)-S for SE WY(X) 

“(S”{P)) = cT({ p) s*) = a( s*) 

rr(if h then ST else ST fi) =if b then a(Sf ) else o(ST) fi 

vlwhile b do S” od) = while b do o( S*) od.) 

(iii) If S” E Pr(2: E), then K(S*) will denote the set of consequences p+p’ used 

in the derivation of S”. Note that these consequences Can be read of directly from 

S”: IC ( S*) = ( p * p’ I( p} { p’) c_ S”}. (Here ‘c ’ denotes the relation of being contained 

its :I ‘subword’.) 
(iv) If S*CP~(X, E) and S*=(/j}ST {q, then pre(S*I=p and post(S*)=q. 

iv) Let S”E Pr(S, E). Th en S” is called a reduced proof, iff it contains no 
occurrcncc of a trii>le (p} {q} {r). (Ely the transitivity of +, every proof may be 

\upposed to be reduced, up to equivalence.) 

5.4. Definition. (1) Two interpolated statements S”. S** such that cr(S*) = 

U( 63”) = S arc called ntat&ing if at every place the same number of assertions 

oc’cur in S”, S”*. (M~tc3tion: S” - S**.) 
‘I’tl he precise: 

(ii s - s for s E w:,P(‘). 

(ii) S* - S”” =+ {p) S*- {q) S”” and S” {p) - S”” {q} 
for ail assertions p, q E L( 2’). 

. . 
I III 1 *y-i’ ___ ,y:y. <$Yf _ $1” * 

if h them ST else St fi- if h then ST” else ST* 6, 
(iv) .$* ___ s** j 

while h also S* od - while h do S** o& 

f 21 l-et .S* = --{pi--- br an interpolated statement containing { 17). Then S** = 
--t ,t)( p} -- is galled ;I rririal e.~purzsion of S*. 
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replacing each occurrencr: of ri in S* by r(i_i) where ( , > : N2 + N is the usual bijective 
pairing function. (This device merely serves to ‘refresh’ the r-symbofs where 
necessary.) 

(i) Let S E ‘W$!P(lr;) invoke the variables x (= x1,. . . , x,,). By induction on the 
structure of S we define r’(S) as follows: 

(1) nyxj := f) ={ro(x) [1’/Xj]) xi := f (q,(x)}. 

13 e$ ;Sz)=Enf(S1)I,E~‘(S2)]1. 

(That is, rr’(S,) and 7~‘f.S~) are concatenated, without infix. Moreover, the F 
symbols in [n’(Sa)la are made distinct from those in [z’(S2)11.) 

(3) n’(if b then S, else S2 fi) = 
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5.52. Proposition. Let r be a ‘new’ relation symbol occurring in T(S I. Theta r Ims 
ott ocmrrence in n(S) of he form (r(x)}, i.e., rhe argumenfs are ull txrriables. 

5.6. Definition. Let S*r IStat amtain the n-ary relation symbol r. and let 

I? =pIx,, . . . . x,,) i; L(2). (Note that 11 may contain other variables than those 
di@aycd. 1 

Then &‘l.S’) is the result of replacing each r( t,, . . . , r,,). occurring in 9, by 
[a t,, . . * , t,,). Likewise we define #:;,-;:I: (9). 

5.6.1. Remark. One CXI think of the prototype proof x(S’l as an initial object in 
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the category of proofs {p} S* (9) (where a(S*) = S); morphisms between proofs 

are the substitutions #. 

5.7. Lemma. Let S*EP~(E, E) be a reduced proof such that a(S*) = S. Thciz 
4: n(S) + S* for some substitution $J as in Definition 5.6. (So everyprgof is an instance 
of the prototype proof.) 

Proof. Consider S, S* as in the claim of the lemma. We may suppose that S” and 

n(S) are matching; if not, only some trivial expansions (Definition 5.4) of S” are 

required. 
;Ve will construct by induction on the structure of S a substitution 4: 7r( S) + S*. 

Case 1. S = x := t(y, x, z), where all variables in t are displayed. Now 

dS) ={r,(y, x, z>) irAy, t, z)) x:= t My, x7 41 My, x3 4E 

‘- and 

So the substitution will be cf,: ri(y, x, z)-pi (i = 1,2,3). 
Case 2. S=S,;Sz. So S*= (PO) { Pd ST 1 Pd s3 (P3) (PJ* 

P,y induction hypothesis we have substitutions 

where - = 7r(S1) and - - - - = rr(!&). From this it is evident how to construct 

the desired 4. (Remark: The arity of the new r-symbols in a(&), i = 1,2, is that 

of S (i.e.. n if S has the variables xi, . . . , x,,).) 

Case 3. S = if b then S, else S2 fi. Then r(S) and S* are as follows: 

n(S) ={ro(x)}(rl(x)} if b then {r,(x) A b} T’(S,) {~z(x)) 

else{r,(x) A 7b) 7r’(SJ {r,(X)} 

S* ={pO}(pl} if b then (p, A b} ST { p2} 

else {pi A lb} S; (~4 

fi w w. 
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Again 4: r,(X)Hpi (i=O, 1,2,3); the induction hypothesis takes care of the 

correspondence between n’(S;) and ST li = 1,2). 
Case 4. S=while b do S’ od. (In the following ‘fi’ stands for ‘r,(x)‘.) 

Here rl = postf n’f S')) and p, = postf S”). iJ 

In the sequel we will need a simple proof-theoretical fact, stating that derivability 

in first order predicate logic is invariant under substitutions 4 (as in Definition 5.6). 

5.8. Proposition. Lcf ( X, E) bea specification andp, q E L(I). Ler 4 be a substitution 
of assertions p, for relation symbols r,, as in Defittition 5.6. ( Tlze pi’s are not necessarily 
in L(I).) Let d(E)={&(p’)lp’~ E}. Then 

Proof. (i) A routine induction on the length of the derivation E I-- p. 

(ii/ foJlows from (i). nl)ting that c!>( ,o-+ q) = d(p) -+ d(q). ic1 

Proof. Take arbitrary p. q such that HL( E, E) I- (p} S {(I). (E.g., take q = true.) Let 
{ ~1) S* by] E Pr(.Z, El be thecorresponding proof; we may suppose it matches n( SJ. 

Xow It:t .:JFI AJg(X El. so by soundness of HL we haw ,d I-= (p} S (q). Further. 

it i\ ~3% hard to see that the r,(x) can be interpreted in .:$ just like the matching 
3rscrtions in { p) S* {cl). 

Ifr:ncc over-y .rI E AJg( 2,‘. E 1 cm he cxpandrd to an .:-it’ t Al~(Y’, E”). So. by the 
c*cxl3t’rvativit> criterium (P~opositictn 7.7.11. we have (2”. E”) t’_‘ (L, E). The finite- 
nc’r5 is obviotis. :I: 
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(iii) HL(X’“, E”) k {r(x)} Sz {r’(x)} 3 HL(Z”, E”) !- {r(x)} S, {r’(x)} 

(iv) HL(I;“, EO) t- {r(x)] S, {r’(x)}. 

Proof. (i) =$ (ii) is trivial, (ii) 3 (iii) follows from Proposition 5.9, and (iii) =+ (iv) 

follows because it is obvious from the construction that HL(Z’“, E) i- 

(r(x)} Sz (r’(x)). It remains to prove that (iv> * (i). 
Aspume (iv): let {rO(r)} ST {r,(x)} E Pr(EO, E(j) be the corresponding proof. 

Further, suppose for some (X’, E’)e(E, E), p, q”L(Z’) that we have 
HL(Z’, E’) t- {p} !lz {q}. Let {p) $ (q) E Pr(Z’, E’) be the corresponding proof. 

which we may suppose matching with 4&f. By Lemma 5.7, {p} ST {q} is an 

instance of r(S) via some substitution #. 

Now consider ~{{T(,(x)) ST {r,(x)) =={p) +b($ ) (q}. From the construction and by 
Proposition 5.8 it follows that this is a proof in Pr(X’. ~5’). Hence 

HL(Z“, E’) I- (~1) S, {q}. Ll 

5.11. Theorem. HL(Z E) t- S: err Sz and HL (5, E) t- SI = S?, aspredicares ofS,, S?, 

are semi-decidable in E. 

Proof. This follows immediately by noting that (Z”, EC’) can effectively be computed 
from S,, given (2, E). and using the eyukalencc (i) @ !iv) in Lemma 5.10. C17 

6. Completions 

In Section 7 we wili need tlte possibility of taking, for given (Z, E), a refinement 

iz”, E’) e (E, E) which is 1ugicaIly complete (see Definition 1.2.2). Also we will USC 

a refinement (X”, E”) e (2, E ‘1 which has tzn SP-calcul~ts (see Definition 6.3). The 

concepts and theorems thereabout, used below, are from Bergstra and Tucker [9, 1 Oj 

and Bergstra an4 Tcrlouw [h]. There, however, the following restriction is made: 

E must nave ortiy infinite models. Since we want to develop the present theory in 

full generality (also for, e.g., E ==a), we will extend the above mentionelI results 
by some ‘formal’ constructkns which do not require the restriction on E, ar:d which 

are made possible by the concept of a prototype proof r(S). The disadvantage is 

that in this way we will need an infinite signature extension E’z z’, but for our 

purpose that is no objection. (Ch~ion: Give!1 a spe.cifkation (Z;, E) sucl~ thal E 

has kite models, ix there a logical complete (Z ,_J -1, E’) EZ (X. E) where d is finite:‘) 

6.1. Theorem. Fur wery (2, E) there is a (_V’, E’) P (E, E) suctz that (Z’, E’) is 
logically cortrpkte. 

Proof. The proof is by a construction of length 0’. The first w steps arc as follows. 
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Enumerate 74??(X) as (S,, 1 n E N} and let {(P,,, qn)) n EN} be an enumeration of the 

pairs of assertions E L(Z). Now consider the sequence of asserted programs LY,, = 

{P,,,~,} So,,, {q(,,,o} where ( )o, ( )1 are the projections corresponding to the well- 

known bijection ( ,):N’ + N. Note that every {p) S {q) occurs in this sequence. 

Now we define by induction on n the specification (&, E,). 

Basis: (&, E”) = (Z; E), 

Induction step: Let (&, En) be defined, and consider CX,,.,.~. 

Case 1. Alg(& En) P’(Y~+~. Then Gn+l, E,,+,) = G,,, &I. 
Case 2. Alg(Z;,, E,,) I= LY,,+~. Say the prototype proof T(S(,,+~ ), ) has the form 

CrW S?#,+ I I, {r’(x)} and let (2, E’) be the specification corresponding to r(S, ,,+, ), ). 

Then define 

( The r-symbols in 4 S, ,*+ I ) , ) have to be fresh compared to previous r-symbols in 

f L,,, E,, ). 1 

Further, let (.X”, I!$,,) = U,, Cv (X,,, 15,). 

Cluim I. (X,), E,,IX3’3!,rl, E,)z4- * ‘sl(,r,,. E,,)Q- * -41z<:,,, E,,,). 
Proof of Claim 1. To show that (X,,, E,,)s(z‘,,.+,, Z$+.,) for all rt E w, we use the 

conservativity criterion of Proposition 2.7.1. Since we know (in Case 2 above) that 

n,, , , is true in every .d E Alg(&, E,,), the newly added r-symbols can be interpreted 
in ,:4: that is, .:4 cAn be expanded to an .ti’ E Alg(E,,+,, ,!?,,+,I. 

To show that l Z,,, I?,,) =s (I,,,. 15,) for all II E w. suppose E,,, t- p for some p E f (l,;, ). 

Then. for some finite f? G E,,,, D t- p Hence, for some it2 2 )t, E,,, t- p. Since 

i L,,. E,, ) -Y! (E‘,,,, E,,, 1 as just shown, E,, I-- p. 

Now that (Z,,,,, Et::,,) is constructed. the statements E BY(&~,I and assertions 

I j-(X,,, t arts- again enumerated. and the procedure is repcctcd to vield 

(4 Z.., I,,,. (Em I,,,) = (L,,, :. E.,., 1. Likewise (Z’ (U.Fl+ E,,,.,, 1 is constructed, and we put 

(L’. E’ f = u,,. 0, (L,o .I,. E,, ,, 1. 

C‘him 2. ( z’,, ,,, E,, ,.,, ) 3 (L’ , E’) for-all II E w: arId (1’. E’) islogicallycomplete. 
f’rwf of Chinz 2. The first part is 21s in the proof of Claim 1. The logical 

completeness is shown x foilows. Let A!g(T’. E’) != {p) S {q}, where (p) S {y)~ 
i.( L’r , . Then (p) S (q} E: UI’,,,,. E,,, ?. 1 for some II E o, and Alg{E.:,, ,,,,. E,,, 1 ) I= 

i pi .s Cy) follw3 from Proposition 4.13. ~~1f~~r~lL~t~~~~ czr~tirtrcwf: Because no mc dels 

ivcrc ‘lost’ in the corastruction. i.e., p( Alg(I’, E’) = Al&S,,,_,,. E ,,,.,, ) for the suit- 
;ihle reduction operator p.) Hence E,,, (,, , , ) contains ~({pi 7rt.S) (q}), that is. 

HU.L ,,,l, li,,. E,,,,,,.,, )t- {p,) S@}. n 
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theorem this exists. By Lemma 4.13 we have 

Alg(X, E) t= St c S2 e Alg(X E’) I= S, E Sz. 

Now Alg(X’, E’) k. S, c Sz implies 

VP, q E WV WgG’, E’) I= ipI Sz {ql * W&K E’J I= ipl SE {qH. 

Hence, by logical completeness of (Z’, E’), we have 

Vp, q E LG’) (HW', E') t-- {p) Sz Iql 3 HUE’, E’: f= lp) S, {q}k 

i.e. Sr zHL(z’.E’j s>. 0 

6.3. Definition. Let (Z, E) be a specification. We say that (&I:: has an SP-calculus 

(strongest postcondition calc~rlus), if for each PE L(X), S E W:P(X) there exists an 
assertion SP( p, S) E L(X) such that 

(iI HL(Z E j i- (p) S (W p, 31, 

(ii) if HL(Z: E) k (p} S (q}, then (X, E) t- q + SP( p, S). 

6.4. Theorem. Let ( 2, E) be a speci$cution without finite rjzodels. Theta there is a 
cor;servatice refineme,lt PA(I:, E) of (2, E). called the Pearo companion of (2, EJ, 
which hns an SP-calcukis. 

Proof. For the definition of PA{ Z, m and the proof that it has an SP-calculus, see 

[lo] and [ti]. 0 

64.1. Remark, It is possible to construct :t ‘formal’ companion having an SP- 

calculus, without the restriction on E, but at the cost of an infinite signature extension. 

For the sequel we will not need the full strength of an SP-calculus and WG will be 

satisfied with the following proposition. 1 

6.4.2. Proposition. Let p, q E L(X) and SE %Y(2). 
(i\ Let p A-’ q abbreviate W( SP( p, S) + q), where V denotes the uniuersnl closure. 

TllPll 

(ii) Let p *‘q abbreviate tl(/j K({p}n(S)(q})), i.e., the universal closure of t/w 

conjunctiotz of the consequences in { p} T(S) (4). Let 2’ = .Z ~1 ~r,.~~. Thm 

tzr’,CI)i-{I~np~“q}S~q). 

Proof. (i) Follows at once from the definitions. 

(ii) Follows b y d tedious but routine verification by induction on S. c1 
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7. Proving program inclusion 

We are now in a position to prove one sf the main theorems of this paper, viz. 

the equivalence of semantical and cofinal inclusion. After that we will show how 

this fact can be exploited to give formal proofs of program inclusion. 

7.1. Theorem. Semantical and cofinal inclusion coincide; i.e., 

Alg(Z‘. E) t= St E Sz s=$ V(X’, E’) e {SE, E) 3(~“E”) e fs’, E’) 

St r= til.rY’.fc”t &. 

Proof. (3). Suppose Alg(Ir, E) I= S, c S2 and consider (E’, E’) cz (Z, E). By 

Theorem 6. I there is a (Y’, 25”) GZ (X’, E’I which is logically complete. From 

Al@ Y, E”) I= S, ES, we have 

Uy the logical completeness we can replace ‘Alg( I”, E”) I=’ by ‘HL(S”. E”) i-‘. i his 
watts in S, &!,, ,\ ..I -) SI1. 

(+I. Let E have no finite models. (The case that E has finite models. can be 

dealt with analog.>usly, as suggested by Proposition 6.3.2.) 
Su ~pwe AhJ 2, E) V’S, &S,. Then also Alg(PA(X E)) #S, CS by Lemma 4.14. 

So there is an .d E Alg(PA(-, r E)) such that .d ti S1 E S:. Hence for some a. b E ‘4 

‘se h?lVC ‘.s:i + S,(a) = b’ but ‘.:4 k S,(a) # b’, par abus de language. These facts can 

t?c prr)pctly cxprcssed bl 

for some II (see Computation Lemma 1.1.2). The IL, & are new constant symbols. 
Let .:?I’ -z .:4 be :hc expansion of .d wim distinguished elements a, b. and let (Z’, E’) 

IX.. the con.,crvative refinement of PA{& E) obtained by adding a, b to the signature. 

f f3s 2.7. I is indeai conservative.) Now 
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HL(Z,E) I/- 

S, c s2 

Fig. 12. 

Eixamples 7.2 and 7.3 that ‘=fil.cT,E, and rAIS(\.., are incomparable (see also Fig. 

13). Then, in Example 7.4, we show that derivable inclusion is strictly stronger than 

forced inclusion, in general. (I.e., the proof system corresponding to derivable 

inciusion proves less inclusions than the one corresponding to forced inclusion.) 

Further, it will be shown in the next section (Theorem 8.5) that forced inclusion 
and semantical inclusion are in generai not equivalent. In other words, the proof 

system corresponding to forced inclusion is incomplete. 

Finally, at the end of this section (Remark 7.8), we will prove that the ‘dashed’ 

implication fol logical complete (2, E) (see Fig. 12) ca:: in general not be reversed, 

and we will prove some assertions in the part ‘Intuition of the Introduction. 

7.2. Example. Let .d = (N, 0, S, P), the ‘abacus-algebra’ as in Section 8, and con- 
sider (I...,, E,..,). Define 

s7 = y :=- s; .y := 0. 

So AIg(E+ E.,) I-- S, E S,. However, S1 Ef ,,L.,l,g.I-.,, S7 because 

(i) HL(lr,, E.,)t-{s=~}S~i~=o~y=z}, 

(ii) HL(X ..,, E,) b-/{.u = z) S1 {x =On y = z}. 

PrcJof of (ii). Suppose not (ii). Then 

HL(&, E,zi) t- {x = z A y = 0) S’ {x = 0 A y = 2). 

Hence there must be an invariant r(s, y, zj such that E/.,i c q5, A & A I@~ Lvhere 

~,=X==r,V-o~t(X,?,,Z). 

d2 = 3x’, y’ [.r’ f 0 A _I’ = p.U’ A y = sy’ A T(X’, y’, Z)] -+ T(X, y, Z), 
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I 

FQ uestion: give a 

‘natural’ example 

of a semantical but 

not forced inc lus ion 

w&C. 7.2 (= 7.4) 

‘A E.g. 

‘loop-unwinding’ 

\Ex. 7.6) 
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Proof. (i) HL is relatively complete for JV, i.e., 

JV- I= {P) S (41 @ HL(Z E) I- {PI SW. 

Now J%‘” I= S, = Sz implies 

i.e., S, = HL(Z,Pj Sz. Since in our case indeed K t= SI = Sz, we have (i). 

(ii) However, in a nonstandard model X” E Alg( Z; E), S, will diverge when y is 

nonstandard. So X* if S, = Sz, hence Alg(& E) F’S, = Szs 

7.4. Example. Back to Example 7.2, which shows moreover that: 

HL(& E) t- S, f Sz @ HL(Z; E) It S1 c S2. 

From Si ~HHL(E.~.E.~) Sz it follows trivially that S1 G S2 is not derivable. However, for 

(Yr’, E’) = (lTdr, E,d-) where SB’ = (IV, 0, S, P, +) we do have 

HL(X.$p, E.dJ t- St c: S2 (*I 

The proof of (*) is by the method of prototype proofs, as follows. Consider r(SZ), 

this is given by 

{r,,& y)} {r*(x, XI) )‘I” .i :r,:x, y,) MO, y))x := 0 Mx, y>) M-K y)). 

So we have to find a proof of {T,~(x, y)} S, { r3(x, y)} in the theory 

E‘.R’ u !W, y) + T,(-X, X). I,(& y) + r,fO, y), TJX, y) + T:kx, :d}* 

This is indeed possible: 

Mx., 4‘)) Mx, x)1 MO, X)1 MO, x)1 

y:= 0 

MO, .Y) A y = 01 

{3X{, [lj(O, X,,) A x = XL) A y = 01) 

I% MO, x0) A x + y = 4,lI 

whilex#Oda 

m, [?i(O, 4,) A -K f y = x0 A x f 01) 

{3x,, [Q(O, X(,) n Px+ sy = X() A x f 01) 

y:=sy 

(3% [r,(O, x(l) A Px + y = X(1 A .Y f O]) 
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The above concepts and theorems generalize without any effort (other than 

notational) to the case of multi-sorted signatures and izlgebras. To substantiate this 

claim, we give the following example. 

5.5. Example. Let 2 be the multi-sorted signature consisting of 

domains : NUM, VEC, FUN 

constants : 0, IENUM,BEVEC 

functions : +:NUMxNUM+NUM 

.: NUM x NUM+ NUM 

AP: VEC x NUM + VEC 

INP.-tiECxVEC+NUM 

ROW:FUNxNUM+VEC 

EVAL:FUNxNUM-+NUM 

wriu bles : x,y.sz~NUM 

X, Y,ZEVEC 

~u,PEFUN 

The specififzation ( L. EJ we are interested in has the following axioms, describing 
how the inproduct between two vectors should behave: 

E = (Peano + all induction axioms 

INI’( Z) = INP(Z. 0) .= 0 

INP(AP% I ,. AP(-’ ,.~‘))=1NP(z,Z’)+s.s’ 

AP(Z, s) = AP(Z’, x’) + Z = Z’ A x = x’ 

ROW( cr. (1) = E;1 

ROW(tr. s + I i = AP(ROW( a. x), EVAL(tu, s + 1 ,) 

tfx EVAL( LY, x) = EVAL( ,8, x) + cy = p}. 
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Furthermore, let S,, S2 E ‘%CP{Z) be the following programs, both computing the 
inproduct of two vectors: 

S1 =A;=@Jj:=fj; r:=O;X:=o; 

while xfy do x:=x+1; 

z := z + EVAL( LY, x) . EVAL( /3,x) 

od x:=0, 

Sz = A := ROW( cr, y); B := ROW(j3, y); z := INP(A, R); 
x := 0; A := 0; B := 0. 

Now want to E) S2. not hold by 
presence of in Alg(L;, can done by 

E) ES,, using method of as follows. First we 

y, B)) 

y, ROW(a, y), B)) 

A := ROW((r, y) 

Mx* y, f, A Bll 

hbrt y, A A ROWP, y.M 

B := ROW@, y) 

{Q(-% y, -5 A, 811 

{rj(.x, y. INP(A, B), A, B)1 

z := INP( A, B) 

byt-~, y 2, A. B)) 

hW, y, 2, A, B)l 
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So K( n(SI)), the set of consequences used in v( S,), entails the following implications: 

r&, y: 3, A, BI + 

r, (4 y, z, ROW( a, y), B) --f 

rzf.r, y, z, ROWta, y>, ROW@, y)) -j 

rdx, y, INPWOW~, y), ROW@, yh ROWa, y), ROW(& y)) --, 

rcs(O, Y, IhWROWb, yf, ROW@, y)), ROM+, y), ROW@, y)) -, 

r,(O, Y, IWROW(a, y), ROW@, y)), 13, ROW@, y)r + 

rd0, y, INP(ROWfa, y), ROW@, y),, c3, $4) -j 

do, y, INPtROW(a, ~1, Row@, y)), 8, a). 

Using these implications together with theory E, we can prove {rct(_x, y, Z, A, f3)) 

S, {Q-x, y, z, A, B)) (and by Lemma 5.10 this proves HL(2, E) F S, c Sz): 

(rc,(x, y, z, A Bll 

fr,(O, y, INP(ROW(a, yL ROW(P, y)), O,@) 

A := fi; 

1 r7(09 Y* INWROW(a, y), Kow(p, y)), A, s)j 
R :- 0: 

, tr~(O. L’, INP(ROW( *q ~1. ROWtP, y),. A. Bl) (abbreviation: r)7) 

- z:=I); 

_Y := 0; 

(8. A z=oA.~=o) 

{r; A z = INP(ROW(tu. x1, ROW@, x))) 

while x f v do 

(rt- A .I = INP(ROW(rw, x1, ROW(/3, I)) AX f j.} 

x:-s-+ 1; 

{r; A 3x’ (z = INP(ROW(cz, x’), ROW@ $1) A x = I’+ 1 

A s’ # y,} 
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(Now use E) 
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(r; A 3x’ (z = INP(ROW(cr, x’f I), ROW@, x’+ 1)) 

IIx=x‘+l ,tx’#y)) 

{r; A z = INP(ROW(a, x), ROW@, x))} 

od 

(r; A z = INP(ROW(ru, x), ROW@, x)) A x = y) 

k,Kh Y, z, A W 

x := 0 

b,(x, y, 2, A, JW 

Hence AIg(X E) F S, 5 S7. 

7.6. Example. Define (as a special case of derivable inclusion) logical inclusion of 

S, in S2 as follows: HL(X, 0) t- Sr c S3. Now the following well-known equivalences 

are ‘logical’: 

(i) (Loop-unwirzdir!q) 

S,=while bdo Sod; D(D=x:=x), 

S2 = if h then while 6 do S od; D else D. 

The proof that HL(X 8) t- S, G Sz immediately follows by computing n(S,! and 

using the thus obtained set of consequences ~(n(s,)): 

to prove that {ro(x)} .Sz {r,(x)}. Likewise for the reverse inclusion. 

(ii) Another example of logical inclusion, which is equally simple to verify: 

St = while true do S od, S2 is arbitrary. 

Then HL(E, 0) I- S, c_ S?. This example is from [4, p. 931 as well as the next one: 

(iii) SF = whi!e b, v b, do S od 

S2 = while !I, do S od; while bz do S; while b, do S od od. 

Here also a simple computation yields the logical equivalence of S,, S:. 

7.7. Example. Manna [20, p. 25! + p. 2591 gives several examples of program 

equivalence which are all ‘logical’: 

(i) S, =xz:=f(xl); x1:=x g(x,, x3) &=x~:=g(x,,X~) 
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(ii) SI = while p( x2) do xl := g( xl, x_$) od D 

Sz =if p(x2) than DIV else I) d 

Here DfV=while x:-xdox:=x, and D=x:=x 

(iii) S, = x := y-tl;if x=1 then z:=Cl else y:=y-l-1; 

if y=l then z:= 1 else ;:=2 fifi 

S,=x:=y+l;if x=1 then z:=OeIse y:=y+l; 

z:= 2 fi. 

[Adapted from [20, p. 2521. Note that S, contains a useless branch.) 

7.8. Remarks. (1) Abbreviate 

Vp, q c L(2) Alg(Z El I= {p) St iq) * Alg(Z E) I= {P). S, 114) 

by S, LL~,(‘,~.~. , S;, (where PC stands for partial correctness). 
Then, for (2, E) ‘logically complete, it follows at Once from Definition 1.2.2 that 

z-r,1 ,L,,. , and E,,(.,~.~. 8 coincide. 

Since S, G,,,~,~_~_, S: implies S, E~,~.,~.~~, Sz (trivially) for all (2. E), we have 

thcrcfore, for logical complete (2, E), 

I hc rt’vcrsc implication dots not hold. \h;e give a counterexample: 

s, = .kT := 0. y := 0, 

S, = while s # y do .Y := x + I od; .Y :r (1; y :- 0, 

(.L,EJ=(S,. F\ 1 where .2’= (N, 0, 1, +, x). 
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Now consider such a (X’, E’), and a (Y’, E”) which is logically complete. Then by 

the assumption of the right-hand side, SI c_ PC‘(T~+,E~ll S,; and by logical completeness, 
S, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ S,; a contradiction. 

8. Abacus arithmetic 

In this section we will consider our paradigm algebra & = (N, 0, S, P). It is useful 

by the following two well-known facts (already mentioned in Example 3.3.3). 

8.1. Propositian. (i) E.d is a decidable theory, and (ii) everypurtial recursive function 
can be computed in ti by some SE WP(T,). 

Using this proposition we will calculate the degrees in the arithmetical hierarchy 

of the various inclusions S1 c & (as predicates of St, S,) w.r.t. (E.d, E,,). 

For a proof of Propo’sition 8.1 (ii), see, e.g., [ 11, Chapters 6 and 71, where res A ts 

from [19] are presented. The proof there uses in fact not while-programs, but 
foq+diagrams composed of only two operations: 

assignments: x,, := S(x-,,) (n ==O, 1,2,. . .) 

branching opemtions: 

(As pointed out in [19], such a flow-diagram is in fact computing on an infi&e 
obactts. Variables as in such a diagram are known cs counters.) Combined with the 

equally Well-known fact that for every flow-diagraen there is an equivalent while- 
program (see, e.g., [19]) we have Proposition S.l(ii). 

For the sake of completeness, we will now outline a proof of Proposition 8.1 (i), 

as given in [ 141. 

8.2. Definition. Let A be some set and let R c ,4” be an rl-ary relation. Lb:t 

111,. . . . a,, 1 E A he fixed. Then { Y E Al R(a,, . . + , a,. , , x, a;, I . . , a,, !)} is called a 

section of R (where 1 5 i CC 11). 

8.3. Proposition. (a) Let ~4” = (IN 0, S). Then 
(i) E,.dV is decidable, 

(ii) E,,$$ admits elimiszation of quantifiers, 
(iii) a subset X E N is definable in .d’ #X is firrite or cofir!ite (i.e., N-X is fin ‘td*). 

More gtxerai, every definable n-ary relation R s N” has onlyfikte or cojkite section.r. 
(b) iVie same as in (a) holds for ~4 = (N, 0, S, P). 
(c) Likewise for (Z, 0, S, P). 
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Proof. (a) (see [14]). (i) is proved there by considering the following axiomatization 

of E&: 

S(x9 f 0, 

S(x)=S(y9 + x =y, 

,y#O -+ 3x(y=S(x9), 

S(x)+ -x; S(S(n)) # x, . . . , S”(x) # x, . . . (for a11 n9. 

Using the Lo&-Vaught test it is proved that this axiomatization is complete. 
Obviously it is ako decidable. Hence ECdG is decidable. 

(ii) As demonstrated in [14], for every assertion p E L(;);,,) there is a guantifier- 

free assertion 4 such that E,+k-p-q. (This ‘elimination of quantifiers’ yields 

another proof of (i9.9 

(iii) Routine from (ii). 

it-?) No!te that P is definable in ti’ = (N, 0, S), by 

$(x)=yc+x=y=OvS(yj=.r. 

Now use (a). 

(c) A routine adaptation of (b). Cl 

8.3.1. Remark. Note that Proposition 8.3(b)(iii) yields an alternative proof of the 

nondefinability of + in .k For, using a supposed definition of + one could define 

the set X of even numbers in .d; a contradiction since X and its complement are 
both infinite. 

8.4, Application. The following is an example of S,, S2 such that the domain 

inclusion Dom(S, j c Dom(Sf is not derivable but can be forced (see Example 
cl.S(ii)). 

I-et .:J he @,O. S. P) ~-id (z’, fzj = (&, E,,). Let 

S1 = y := 0; whk x f y do y := S(y) od; 

y := 0; while x f y do y := P(y) od 

Cfrl d 

S7 = y :- (1; if s =c 0 then x := x eke XJIV ti 

%%XC 

DIV = while x = x do .r := s od. 

Now Ht( 2, El r-- {_u z 0) S2 {false). as can easily be proved; however, 

HlJZ‘. Ek+‘i’(x f 0) S, (false}. This can be made plausible by considering an informal 

proof of {x ~fl 0) S, [false}; then somehow one must mention the ordering < on Z. 

However, C is not present in 2, and not even definable in (Z E). (The nondefinability 
rtf a_’ in (L’!;, I;.‘) can easily be proved using Padoa’s method (Theorem 3.31, by 
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permuting some of the nonstandard copies of Z in a nonstandard model of (E, E); 
cf. 3.3.2.) 

That HL(Z E) ti{x f 0) S, {false) can be made precise as follows. If 

HL(.& E) E {x f 0) S, (false}, then, using x = S(y) c* P(x) = y, one easily shows that 
the two invariants rl(x, y), rz(x, y) in S, must satisfy: 

(1) XfO + r&x,0), 

(2) x f y A & y) + r&x, S(Y)), 

(3) r1(x, x) + r&r, O), 

(4) x f y A r,(r y) + dx, P(y)), 

(5) -lr2( x, x). 

There are several ‘solutions’ for rlu rz as subsets of Z2. However, using (l)-(S) we 

have rl (1, 0), hence rr( 1 , I), hence rz( l,O)T hence rz( 1, n) for all n 5 0. Moreover, 

from (4) and (5), -1r~(1, m) for all m L 1. Therefore, every solution r2 has a section 
which is neither finite nor cofinite; so, by Proposition 8.3(c)(iii), r, is not definable. 

As promised in Section 7, we will now show that semantical inclusion and forced 

inclusion are in general not equivalent. 

8.5. Theorem. The proof system HL( 2, E) It- S, c S7 iu in general not complete for 
s, E Al@ S.F) SZ. 

Proof. Let z‘ be the siynature oi’ .,+’ = (N, 0, S, P). From Proposition 8.3(b) we know 

that E = E,, is decidable. Let [ 1: ‘S’Y(2) + w be an effective coding of programs; 

we will writp s for 1 S 1. R and r are two relations on pairs of codes of progrsms 

3s follows: 

The incompleteness of I-- for gAls is shown by considering the specification (E, E) 

and demonstrating that R # r. It turns out that R and r have different positions in 

the arithmetical hierarchy. As a ,matter of fact r is Sg but R is complete n:‘, and 

a fortiori r and R must differ. 

‘We will first consider r. Working from its formal definition we obtain 

g EI(.z’, E’)E (2, E) [(r’, E) consistent Rr HLfE, E) k SGSJ 

Zi 3(X”, E*)fif*it, [r’ =, X & (JY, E* u E) consistent 

& .HL(.Y, lz*LI E) I- s, r-S,]. 
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Step (1 I is. justified by the completeness of (Z, E) which entails that each consistent 

refinement of it is a conservative one. Step (2) follows from Lemma 5.1O(ii) which 

says that the refinement in the definition of IF can e taken finite if one wants. 

Because ‘(E’, E* u E) is consistent’ is a I7:’ predicate and HL(Z’, LJ E) I- s1 C sz 
is 2?,’ 

t is l-l reducible to R. Let X5 =(x,, 

the program while x # 
0 do x:- P(x) od. H(X,) abbreviates H(x,);H(x,);. . .;H(kts,j. The reduction 

ctf I to K works as follows: 

‘I’0 see (CT=), assume H(X.s) cA,p,.\+PJ S; H(X,); then in &61: IY(X, H(X,); 

hccause N ( X,s) is total on -54, S must be total on .r;9 as well, i.e., t( [S_i) holds. On 

the other hand assume !([.~I). Let $3 E Alg(Z E); clearly ,ril is isomorphic to a 
whtructure of :%I. As H(X.,) and S; H(X,) c;rn ,~nly produce output 0 it is sufficient 

trj#ow I)om~H(X,~))c-Dom(S;H(X,s)~. ~~l?:~l:lLl(,~~~)j=.o(~‘~‘. thus S isdefined 

con IJom( N(X,)) and yields values in r?“” I’Y rr~I! s*grrments: on these values in 

turn. Hi*i X,1 i\ definejf. :CI 

9. Domain inclusion 

in this SCction wc will show that given .iome ;z..,i,f?onll information about the 
dt)tn;Gn\ of S,. S,, semantical inclusion ; nd forced ~;~~lusion :i, E S, coincide. 
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9.1.1. Remark. The mathematical theory of domain inclusion is quite complicated 

in fact. For instance, a pentagon of inclusion relations similar to the :)ne after 

Theorem 7.1, can be constructed and will turn out to have analogous properties. 

In order to prove the main theorem of this section, we need the following 

proposition. 

9.2. Proposiiion. Let S,, S-, E W”~(Z) contain both the zmriahk~ xl, . . . , x, and 
suppose Alg(& E) k= S, 5 Sa. Then therf is a (X’, E’) PI (Z, E) swh that 2’ 2 .Z u 

{fly * - . , fd, whfm fi, . . . , f,l are ‘fresh’ n-ary function symbols, and such that 

HL(S’, E’)+-{(x=z)S,(x=f(x)), i=l,Z. 

(Here x=f(z) abbreviates: x1 =f,(x,, . . . ,x,,),. . . ,x,, =f,*{x,,. . . _ ,x,,).) 

Proof. Let F=YVw(f ,..... f,l}and E”=EuI’where 

(for ‘Camp’, see Lemma 1.1.2). 

Now every &E Alg(X, E) can be expanded to an Gd’~ Alg(Y’, E”), since 
Alg(X, E) k S, cS,. Choose for the interpretation f‘” an arbitrary total function 

extending the partial function S$ fwh~cn extends itself ST’). Therefore, by the 

criterion for conservativit!; (Proposition 2.7.1), (Y, E”)e (JZ, E). Clearly, 

Alg(T;“, E”; I= (X = -)Sij~=f(z)), i=l,2. 
Now let ’ S’, E’) be a logical completion of ix”, E”‘). (,By Theorem 6.1 this exists. 1 

Then AlgjYr’, E’) I= (X = z) s, {n =f(r>), i = 1,3, and by the logical completeness 

we have 

HL(2’. E’) I- (x = z) s, (x = f(Z)). a 

9.3. Thewem. Suppose HL(X, E) II-- Domf St) c Dom(S,). Then 

AIg(X E) t== Sr G 6: ti HL(& E) It- SI cS,. 

Proof. (G=) is already done in Section 7. 

(=3). Let S,, S,tl ‘WY{X) be such that 

HL(Z Ef II- Dom(S,) 5 Dom( .%) and Alg(X, E ) I= S1 G Sz. 

Let x=sl,..., x,, be the variables occurring in S1, Sz. 

Stq 1. Extend 2 to Z1 containing n-ary function symbols fi, . a . , f,l and E to 

El such that (X’trEt)e(X,E) and IfL(;T;,,E,)i-(x=~)Si{x=f(z)), iz1.2. This 

is possible by Proposition 8.2. 

By assumption, trlere is a (&, E,)z (2, E) such that HLf&, E,) t- Dorn(S,)~ 

Dom( S,>. We may wppose ‘Yz n X, = 2 (cf. Proposition 4.7.21, hence by Rabi~sc;n’s 
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Consistency Theorem 2.6.2, iZ’, E’) = (Xl u &, El u E2) is a conservatiire refine- 

ment of (2, E). 
i%im. HL(Z’, E’) t- S1 G Sz. (Then we zre through.) 

Proof of the Claim. Consider a refinement (2”) E”) EZ (E’, E’) such that 

HL(Y’, E”) + { p) S2 (4). 

We have to prove 

(01 HL(Z”, E”) c- (p} Si (41. 

0!3vi0usly, since 4[ f(r)/ f w J A -14 [‘(x)/x] is a tautology, (0) is equivalent with (1) 

& 121 as folfows: 

iIt HL(S”, E”) c- {p A q[f(x)/x]) S, ((71, 

13) HL(z‘“, E“, t- {p A -lq[f(x)lx]) s, {s}. 

P& of ( I j. my the rule of consequence, it is sufficient to prove that 

flL(Y’, 45”) +- {q[f’(x)/x]) s, {q). 

WC know that 

HL(L,. E,) C {:r ‘2) s, {X=ftZ)h 

hence. trivially, 

HLI 2”. E”) c {x = z} S1 (x = f( 2 1). 

Ny Proposition 1.2.3 it follows that 
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9.4. Corollary. Let S,, S, E WP(.X) and suppose that S2 is everywhere converging, 
for all .&E Alg(X, E). Then 

Al@, E) k= S1 c_ S, CJ HL( 2, E) II- S, c Sz. 

Proof. (-c=) has already been proved in Section 7. 

(a). By the soundness of HL (Lemma 1.2.1) we see that HL(Z, E) d{ p} S2 {false} 
for all PE L(E). Hence trivially 

I-IUZ E) t- (3) S, {false} 3 HL(X E) I- {p} S, {false}, 

i.e., HL(Z, E) t- Dom( S,) 5 Dom(&). 

Therefore, also trivially, HL(Z; E) IF Dom( S,) E Dom( S,). Now apply the pieced- 

ing theorem. q 

9.5. Example. (i) Let S,, Sz be as in Example 7.5. Then HL(&, E,) It- S, c Sz and 

& is always converging. Hence by 8.4, Alg( Z.5d, E,,,,) k S, E &. 

(ii) In Example 9.5(i) the domain inclusion is already derivable. An example 
where domain inclusion is not derivable but can be forced, was given in 8.4. 
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